Centralized TLS/SSL Certificate Lifecycle Management

Consolidate processes and TLS/SSL providers without interruption using certificate management and monitoring services
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Address business and security challenges

Whether due to security events, industry changes, compliance requirements, or the necessity to improve business processes and reduce costs, the need to identify and manage TLS/SSL certificates is critical to goals of your organization. Managing the purchase, deployment, renewal, and expiry of digital certificates for multiple web servers, purposes and users – sometimes in many different locations – can be time-consuming and costly.

Certificate management is often a dynamic, complicated undertaking. Tracking expiry, vendor compliance, and key sizes can be difficult, even for organizations with a small number of certificates in use. But this task is magnified in large organizations with hundreds of certificates deployed across different networks, systems, and applications. Leverage web-based self-service certificate management, automated deployment tools, and Discovery solutions – core components of Entrust Certificate Services (ECS) – to streamline certificate lifecycle management and provide dramatic improvements in efficiency and cost control. Consolidating all your TLS/SSL certificates into a single lifecycle management platform is not a simple process. Nevertheless, it’s a process that can be managed, without disruption, via a systematic transition plan. It’s critical to prepare for change.

This white paper provides a blueprint for migrating to ECS and related services. It’s based on experiences that help many customers, in a wide variety of environments, bring their TLS/SSL certificate management under centralized administration.

Consolidation Scenarios

- CIO-driven management initiatives to eliminate IT operational cost and complexity
- Proactive or reactive compliance and security improvement initiatives
- Mergers or acquisitions requiring the integration of multiple network systems
- Departmental reorganizations and business process redesign projects requiring local control with centralized oversight
- Merging data centers, public/private cloud expansion, requiring deployment and/or movement of certificates from one physical or virtual location to another
Should I switch or consolidate vendors?

The general perception is that switching or consolidating vendors can be a poor use of resources and not worth the costs. While the management of TLS/SSL certificates can be a costly and time-consuming activity for organizations, this is largely the result of working with multiple vendors, tracking systems, manual processes, and a lack of procedures and centralized oversight.

Eliminating the aforementioned complexity, fragmentation, and redundancy through proper consolidation will decrease operational costs significantly. At the same time, by consolidating purchases to a single vendor you’ll gain the ability to take advantage of greater volume discounts due to an increased quantity of purchased certificates.

Some (self-serving) TLS/SSL vendors have helped to promote the notion that it can be difficult to change providers for technical reasons. The reasons given? Installing new roots is difficult, time-intensive, and prone to error. They also make the same argument as it relates to certificate validation procedures (e.g. CRL and OCSP paths needing to be manually replaced).

Both arguments are easily dismissed since TLS/SSL certificates are standards-based and the installation procedures are the same across vendors. This standardization helps to avoid any unforeseen complications and can be taken into account during a planned transition.

So while there may be concern over perceived “vendor lock-in,” the reality is that a well-planned migration and consolidation will result in both cost- and time-savings. The following pages outline a four-step process for moving to the Entrust Certificate Services platform.
STEP 1

Create a certificate inventory

The essential first step to routine and confident certificate management for your organization is to obtain a complete and up-to-the-minute view of all certificates deployed in your environment. Once certificates have been located, their properties can be examined, evaluated against applicable policy, and reported to responsible authorities.

Consider all sources

It’s likely that there isn’t one authoritative source for this information, so it’s best to use as many sources as possible to gain a complete picture of certificate use.

Your organization’s inventory should aim to take into account a variety of factors that you can view in aggregate, which will inform your assessment and go-forward plan.

This should include:

• How many certification authorities (CAs) are you using to issue certificates across both internal PKIs and external vendors?

• How many certificates are in use, as well as the number of servers and applications using TLS/SSL certificates?

• How many servers and applications are using TLS/SSL certificates?

• What is the expiration timeline horizon for these certificates?

• How many administrators are involved in TLS/SSL management?

• Does my current certificate solution offer certificate discovery capability so that I can locate and capture all of my certificate inventory before migrating?

Consider the following methods and sources for developing a comprehensive catalog of certificates and managers.
Import from certification authorities
Gather what you already know about the certificates from existing CAs. Keep in mind that you shouldn’t assume that an import from your known CAs will provide an accurate inventory of all certificates; it’s only one source and a starting point that must be augmented by certificate discovery.

Import from certificate transparency (CT) logs
Run a query for certificates issued to your configured list of domains from the CT Logs and import those certificates into Entrust Certificate Services. This method helps you to find certificates you may not be aware of, which may or may not be installed in your known environments.

Import reports from administrators
Network and system-based discoveries can take time and it may not be possible to perform them in all corporate locations. So it’s important to educate and involve all your administrators and make sure they are regularly reporting any certificates they are aware of and adding them to the inventory.

Perform network discovery
Perform a network discovery to find certificates that are present on a listening port such as HTTPS. Start by gathering your network address ranges and then collect a list of ports to check. You can initially check on port 443, but there are many ports on which certificates are commonly present.

Perform system-level discovery (optional capability)
Many certificates are not discoverable via network ports, such as client-side certificates used for mutual authentication on TLS/SSL. Finding these certificates typically involves performing file system scans on servers and client systems with a locally installed scanner.
Key attributes to capture and identify

In addition to capturing the volume of certificates in use, you will also want to capture other information that will guide your assessment and migration strategy as follows:

• **Certificate properties**
  Significant certificate properties include: the subject domain name or address; the domain to which they are attached; cryptographic key properties (including algorithm, size, and strength); issuing authority; certificate quality; revocation status; list of subject alt names (SAN); and expiry date.

• **Applications and servers**
  Servers locate and identify the types of servers and applications with installed certificates. You will need this information to determine the necessary steps for root replacement and local management responsibilities.

• **Current managers and chain of command**
  Does every certificate have someone responsible for its management? Is that person still with the organization? As you’re developing your inventory, establish a correlation of who the contacts and owners are for certificates. Wherever possible, assign groups as the contacts, instead of individuals, to avoid a single point of failure. Some helpful sources include CAs, tracking spreadsheets, and even a configuration management database (CMDB).

• **Non-compliant certificates**
  Depending on your organization’s policies, certificates may be non-compliant for a variety of reasons, such as: key strength (e.g. 1028-bit), hashing algorithm (e.g. SHA-1), verification type (e.g., OV or DV), or other reasons. If you can catalog and flag non-conformant certificates during the inventory process, it will make your assessment and migration plan faster.
STEP 2

Perform assessment

Getting the big picture

Based on the information you’ve gathered during the inventory process, you will be able to determine the scope of the project. This information should take into account the number and timing of certificates to be replaced, the number of vendors you will be phasing out, and the key administrative contacts. In addition to current inventory, take into account operations coming offline or online that will impact the certificate count and management plan.

Discovery tools provided by reputable CAs can help in this phase, as these will help you locate and capture all of your digital certificates through Certificate Transparency logs and other tools designed to scan and help you import your certificates into a single managed platform.

Consolidation options

Once you see the “big picture,” choose to either replace all your certificates at once or take a phased approach; the two main considerations are financial and operational. Financial considerations are based on how you budget for the cost of certificates and the extent of your “sunk costs” in existing certificates. Your operational consideration should take into account the level of effort required for a one-time effort, monitoring old certificates throughout the rest of their lifecycle, and the chance that employees will deploy rogue certificates.

One-time find and replace

A one-time effort will eliminate the use on non-Entrust certificates within a short time frame or designated cutover date. This approach maximizes volume discounts and gets all administration into a central view in the quickest manner. Using this approach, you may choose to migrate all your certificates to Entrust if you want to align certificate purchases with a specific budget cycle, project, or departmental charge-back. You may also want to align the expiration dates of your certificates to coincide with maintenance schedules. In the event you need to revoke a certificate for any reason, you will need to do so via the issuing CA, as no vendor or system has the authority to revoke a certificate purchased from another CA. Even if you have remaining time on some of your certificates, the amount you can save due to volume discounts and a subscription-based program that allows customers to reuse certificate licenses may be large enough to merit the purchase all at once.

Contract Entrust sales today to learn more about how our programs can help you maximize your savings: sales@entrust.com
**Phased transition**

Alternately, you may choose to replace certificates on a case-by-case basis, replacing each certificate as it expires. Using this approach, you will spend less time up front performing replacements, but will still have services running concurrently, which could potentially result in renewals taking place with the CA you are phasing out.

This approach may be more palatable in organizations with many network segments or organizational units operating on different schedules and/or resource or budgetary constraints. Volume-based discounts still apply in this scenario. Entrust can accommodate either method of transition.

**Technical details to consider**

There are two major technical details to take into account during transition that will ensure the proper installation and performance of certificates.

One aspect of installation is related to the type and number of root CA and intermediate root chains you will need to update.

The other is related to the function of verifying that certificate validity is performed by the browser or application, which relies on the maintenance of either certificate revocation lists (CRL) or Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) servers.

Some vendors may try to make this part of the process sound difficult or onerous. However, because TLS/SSL certificates are based on a common standard (x.509), the process for requesting and installing certificate chain components – and establishing certificate validation – is exactly the same for each vendor’s certificates.

Moreover, it can be managed with minimal effort using standard tools in the Entrust Certificate Services platform, such as Discovery+. Consequently, neither of these factors should be a deterrent to changing vendors as long as you verify that new certificates are installed properly.

Since these changes impact your IT infrastructure – and some organizations have change management policies that affect the ability or timing of the installation of new root CAs and ICAs – it’s important that you coordinate with CMDB operations, as necessary.
About Discovery+

Discovery+ provides multiple scan and import tools to locate and manage all digital certificate types in our Certificate Services management platform. This suite of tools adds capabilities for finding and auditing all digital certificates regardless of issuing CA with the option to consolidate management of foreign certificates to our centralized dashboard.

- Discovery Scanner
- Certificate Transparency Log Import
- Manual Importing
- Crypto API (CAPI) Scanner

Consolidation Scenarios

- CIO-driven management initiatives to eliminate IT operational cost and complexity
- Proactive or reactive compliance and security improvement initiatives
- Mergers or acquisitions requiring the integration of multiple network systems
- Departmental reorganizations and business process redesign projects, requiring local control with centralized oversight
- Merging data centers, public/private cloud expansion, requiring deployment and/or movement of certificates from one physical or virtual location to another

Workflows and integrations to consider

Some companies have developed their own request processes, access controls, or billing processes that make use of APIs and integrations with existing systems. These should be identified as points where updates may be required, but are generally not impediments since Entrust Certificate Services supports the use of standards-based integrations (e.g. HTTPS Post), as well as APIs for most common ERP and CMBD systems.
STEP 3

Develop a renewal plan

Assign owners and roles

Once you’ve determined your migration approach, assign ownership and communicate procedures and responsibilities. Define clear responsibilities for maintenance of certificate contact information. In addition to policy oversight (which individuals are authorized to manage certificates for the organization), there should be enterprise-wide policy covering all certificate properties. Define super-administrators, administrator requestors, approvers, and any other roles required in your organization. This will make it easy to put in place a management process that operates with checks and balances, and delegates system access according to the required level of control and responsibility. Once reliable reports can be compiled and distributed, it is a simple matter to identify and resolve policy violations. Alerts of imminent outage can be sent for resolution to those responsible for maintaining system availability.

Map existing certificates to renewals

Map your certificate replacement path. Do you replace with equivalent certificate (e.g., validity period, encryption level, validation type, etc.) or change the certificate type upon upgrade?

Address non-compliant certificates

For non-compliant certificates, the private key can be deleted and the issuing authority asked to revoke them. If certificates are discovered that have been issued by an unapproved authority, then timely corrective action can be taken. Similarly, if weak keys are discovered, keys of acceptable strength can be rapidly issued to replace these.

Document and communicate consolidation plan

The No. 1 priority is to clearly identify who is responsible, accountable, and authorized to act regarding certificate management. With a primary managed account in place, you’ll need to establish who can act as authorized administrators to oversee the lifecycle process – from issuance to retirement – and implement those controls within the management system.

Documentation of a defined organization-wide administrative process for oversight and control policies should be developed and maintained in a repository available to everyone who requires access. Also include a mechanism to notify, as necessary, when changes are made.

Establish standard practices for enrollment and provisioning that: maximize reliability and repeatability; ensure security and compliance to policy; and minimize load on your administrators. There are typically 20 or more steps involved in issuing or renewing a certificate. These steps must be standardized and implemented in compliance with policy – every time.
STEP 3

Consolidate using Entrust Certificate Services

Using Entrust’s proven platform, you will be able to perform all the key functions necessary to consolidate your certificate operations, including:

• Seamless integration from current certificate vendor to Entrust

• Import all non-Entrust certificate information into a management portal and flag for alerts

• Assign expiration routing with an escalation path that ensures action is taken

• Assign to management groups and/or locations

• Establish the desired workflow for certificate management and monitoring

Discovery+ (Discover and capture inventory)

Discovery+ may be deployed immediately in a secure environment without having to secure project resources, purchase hardware, or perform installations.

• Locates and automatically imports digital certificates from any source

• Manages digital certificates issued by other CAs as well as those issued from an internal PKI

• Cost-effective business model only requires a management license for foreign certificates

• Best Practices tightens security to a single dashboard for notifications and alerts, expirations, policy, reporting, and endpoint compliance testing, along with offering the ability to add customizable fields to track additional data

• Consolidated platform streamlines certificate management to a single, unified platform

Entrust Discovery Scanner can be installed on any Microsoft® Windows® machine and will be able to find any certificates, regardless of issuer (e.g., commercial CA or internal PKI) on the identified range of IP addresses on the defined network segment.
Figure 1: ECS Discovery+ Report
Perform validation of domains and company names
In order to provide the ability for on-demand availability and issuance, Entrust will validate all organization company names and subsidiaries.

Based on inventory and future needs, you can provide Entrust a listing of domains under your organization’s control, along with company names and subsidiaries, to be pre-verified. Entrust will validate the domains and company names to allow for instant certificate issuance.

Administrator setup and delegation
Your organization can provide Entrust with a list of users and their roles. Your company’s account administrators must be approved by the designated company authorization contact and can be assigned any of the different user roles (see figure 2):

- Super Administrator
- Sub Administrator
- Requestor
- Read-Only
- “Signer” User
- REST API User

Figure 2: Sample Configuration
Define a certificate management workflow

Depending on what, if any, procedures you have in place, define a workflow for certificate lifecycle management that defines certificate request/approval, as well as revoke/approval processes.

If you have a workflow already in place, mimic the current workflow or add more granularity and flexibility as needed. Conversely, you can build this from the ground up.

Figure 3: Sample Certificate Management Workflow
Renew certificates with Entrust as they expire

Whether you are performing a one-time update or phased approach, you can use the centralized platform to manage the renewal of expiring certificates from other vendors.

When using Entrust Certificate Services, you will be notified when these certificates are about to expire. When the expiry notification is received, renew the certificate with Entrust and retire the previous certificate in line with your policy.

As mentioned earlier, because TLS/SSL certificates are based on a common standard (x. 509), the process of requesting and installing certificate chain components is exactly the same for each vendor’s certificates.

Certificate Services provides installation-checking tools to ensure the proper configuration of certificates and ensures you can go live without any complications.

Enable continuous discovery and monitoring

There is a continuous threat that rogue certificates can be deployed because someone legitimately procures a certificate in a test or development environment out of band, an outside vendor deploys one, or a bad actor installs one for their own benefit.

Continually monitor and scan the environment to ensure the integrity of the process and prevent against outages and security risks. Review current practices against regulatory and other policies.

Conclusion

Following the above recommendations and procedures has been shown to provide a seamless migration for many Entrust customers. This approach offers a dramatic reduction in the cost and complexity of managing TLS/SSL certificates.

In addition to the many tutorials and self-help modules included within the TLS/SSL services platform, Entrust’s award-winning customer support is available to assist with your transition.

Start your transition

Need help getting started? Contact an Entrust TLS/SSL certificate expert today.

866.267.9297 | sales@entrust.com and we will guide you through the entire process. Let’s get started.
## Migration Checklist

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Complete?</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Entrust</th>
<th>Customer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Register ECS Account</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add Product Inventory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide Domain List</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide Company Name List</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate Domains</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate Company Names</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide List of Admins &amp; Roles</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Validate Admins</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation Setup</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Establish Desired Workflow for Certificate Request &amp; Approval</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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